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The (discrete) Dlrlchlet integral 1s one of the most Important quantltles m the discrete potential 
theory and the network theory In many sltuatlons, the dlsslpatlon formula which assures that 
the Dlrlchlet integral of a function u IS expressed as the sum of -u(x)[Au(x)j teems to play an 
essential role, where Au(x) denotes the (dacrete) Laplaclan of u This formula can be regarded as 
a special case of the discrete analogue of Green’s formula In this paper, we aim to determme the 
class of functions which satisfy the dlsslpatlon formula 
1. Introduction 
Let G = {X, Y, K} be a graph with the set X= V(G) of nodes (= vertices), the set 
Y =E(G) of directed arcs (= edges or branches) and the node-arc mcidence matrix 
K. Thus K(x, y) = 1 if the arc y is directed toward the node x, K(x, u) = - 1 if the arc 
y is directed away from the node x, and K(x, JJ) = 0 if the arc y and the node x do 
not meet. 
First we consider the case where G is a finite graph and let X= { 1,2, . . . , m) and 
Y={1,2,..., n}. Then K induces a linear transformation from II?*= IR” into lRx= 
lRm, where IR denotes the set of real numbers. Let rJ (1 IJI n) be real posmve 
numbers on the arcs and consider the linear transformatton R from lR* into I?* m- 
duced by the matrix: R = drag(rr, r2, . . . , r,J. For u E lRx, the discrete derivative 
du E lR*, the Laplacian Au E [Rx and the Dirichlet integral D(u) of u are defined by 
du= -R-‘K*u, 
Au= -KR-‘K*u=Kdu, 
D(u) = du - R du (the inner product of du and R du), 
where K* denotes the adlomt of K. 
The “dissipation formula” becomes 
D(u)=R-‘K*u. RR-‘K*u=R-‘K*u.K*u 
=KR-‘K*u. u= -Au. u. 
The critical step in (1.1) is 
R-‘K*u. K*u=KR-‘K*u. u, 
U-1) 
(1.2) 
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whtch amounts to a change of order of summation. 
What goes wrong if G 1s an infinite graph? There are problems of what spaces 
various operators live in. Hereafter we assume that G is an infinite graph which is 
connected, locally finite and has no self-loop. Namely we assume that X and Y are 
countably infinite sets of nodes and arcs respectively and that G= (X, Y, K) 
satisfies the following conditions: 
(1) The range of Kis (-1,0, 1). 
(2) For each y E Y, e(y) = {x E X: K(x, y) # 0) (the end of y) consists of exactly two 
nodes x1, x2 and K(x,, y)K(x2, y) = - 1. 
(3) Local finiteness: For each XE X, Y(x) = { y E Y: K(x, y) # 0) (the set of arcs in- 
cident to x) is a nonempty finite set. 
(4) Connectedness: For any x,x’ E X, there are xl, . . . ,x, E X and yl, . . . , yn + , E Y 
such that e(y,)={x,_,,xJ},j=l,...,n+l withxo=xandx,+l=x’. 
Let us put L(X) = [Rx and L(Y) = IR ’ and regard elements of Rx and IR ’ as real 
functions defined on X and Y respectively. Let r be a strictly positive real function 
on Y. Needless to say, for u E L(X), u(x) denotes the (node to ground) voltage and 
r(y) denotes the resistance of the arc y in an electric network. We call the quadruple 
N= {X, Y, K, r} an infinite network. 
In order to emphasize the analogy to the contmuous case, we shall use the same 
terminology in potential theory with the adjective “discrete”. To the readers who are 
familiar with circuit theory, we give some of the construct’s electrical names in 
brackets. 
For u E L(X), the discrete derivative du EL(Y), the Laplacian Au E L(X) and the 
Duichlet Integral D(U) of u are defined similarly to the finite case: 
du(y) = -r(y)-’ c X(x, y)u(x) [the branch currents], 
xex 
Au(x) =y;yK’“’ y)kWy)l [the nodal current excess], 
N4 =y~yr(yWW~12 [the total power]. 
Note that Au(x) is well-defined by (3) above and is rewritten in a more familiar 
form as 
where 
Au(x) = - t(x) U(X) + c t(x, 2) u(z), 
2 E V(x) 
t(x, z)= E: W-'IK(z,y)K(x,y)\ for zfx, 
YCY 
and V(x) is the set of nodes neighboring to x, i.e., 
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We say that u E L(X) is (discrete) harmomc on a subset A of nodes if Au(x) = 0 on A. 
In this paper, we shall study the problem of determining u E L(X) which satisfies 
the followmg “dissipation formula”: 
or equivalently 
Namely the dissipation formula implies that the total power dissipated in the bran- 
ches of N is equal to the total power dissipated in the nodes of N. 
To this end, we introduce some functional spaces on which operators K, R, A and 
D live: 
D(N)=(ud(X): D(u)<=} 
(the space of Dirichlet functions), 
HD(N) = (U E D(N): Au(x) = 0 on X} 
(the space of harmonic Dirichlet functions). In case G is a finite graph, HD(N) con- 
sists of only constant functions. It should be noted that there exists an infinite net- 
work N such that HD(N) contains a nonconstant function U, i.e. Ne Gno (cf. [S]). 
Such a function u does not satisfy the dissipation formula obviously. 
Let L,(X) be the set of all u EL(X) with finite support, i.e., (xEX: U(X) #to> 
(the support of U) is a finite set. It is easily seen by (3) that every u E Lo(X) satisfies 
the dissipation formula. 
This suggests that the behavior of a Dirichlet function at the ideal boundary 
(= the point at infinity) of N is closely related to our study. 
For later use, we recall some potential-theoretic facts. For u, u E D(N), we define 
the mutual Dirichlet integral (u, u) by 
(u, u) =y~~r(v)[dU(Y)lIdo(u)l. 
Needless to say, (u, u) = du - Rdv in case N is a fimte network (i.e., G is a finite 
graph). We see that D(N) is a Hilbert space with respect to the norm /lull = 
P(u)+ Iu(b)I*l”*, where b is an arbitrarily fixed node. Denote by Do(N) the 
closure of L&X) in D(N) with respect o this norm. Note that Do(N) is indepen- 
dent of the choice of b. An element of Do(N) is called a Dirichlet potentral and is 
characterized as a Dirichlet function which vanishes at the ideal boundary in some 
sense (cf. 191). 
We have the following discrete analogue of Royden’s decomposition of a 
Dirichlet function (cf. [S]): 
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(5) Every % ED(N) can be decomposed uniquely m the form: u = u+ h with 
u E D,(N) and h E HD(N). 
The (discrete) Green functton go of N wtth pole at a E X is defined by the con- 
dition: 
g, E Do(N) and Ago(x) = - e,(x) on X, (1.3 
where E,(X) = 0 if xfa and e&z) = 1. Roughly speaking, the Green function g, is the 
fundamental solution of the Laplace operator, i.e., g,= -A-‘eU. In case N is a 
fmrte network, the Green function g, does not exist. Denote by Oo the set of all in- 
fmtte networks which have no Green function. We proved in [8] that NE 0, if and 
only if D(N) =De(N), or equivalently HD(N) consists of only constant functions. 
We shall give in Section 2 a discrete analogue of Green’s formula on an abstract 
harmonic space that was investigated by Maeda 141. We shall introduce a necessary 
and sufficient condition which assures that the dissipation formula holds. We shall 
show in Section 4 that the dissipation formula holds if u is a Dirichlet potential and 
C,,xl~(x)W4x)ll~ 00. 
2. Discrete Green’s formula 
As a generalized dissipation formula, we shall give a representation of the 
Duichlet integral by means of an associated measure as in [4]. For u E L(X), we 
define the associated measure 6, E L(X) of u by 
6,(x) = - u(x)[Au(x)] + +[Au2(x)]. (2.1) 
We have: 
Lemma 2.1. 
4,(x) =#&d~)K(x, y)2My)12. 
Proof. By definition, we have 
6,(x) = - ~(x)&K(x, y)]du(y)] + “,&K(x, u)]du2(u)I 
= + C K(x, u)]du2(u) - MW4yN 
YEY 
and 
du2(y)-2u(x)du(y)= -r(y)-’ c K(z,y)[~(z)~-~u(x)u(z)] 
zax 
= -r(Y)-’ c Qz9 YMZ)- W12. 
zex 
Noting that 
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m, YW(Z, Ym4Z) - u(x)12 =0 
if 
x=z or K(x,y)K(z,y)=O, 
i.e., e(y)+ {x, z), we have 
C K(x, YMZ, urn(z) - Wl* = - ~(Y)~MK Y)*kW91*. 
ZEX 
Combining these relatrons, we obtain the desired formula. 0 
Remark 2.2. Lemma 2.1 implies that 26,(x) is equal to the total power dissipated 
in the branches incident to node x. 
Theorem 2.3. For every u E D(N), the following discrete Green’s formula holds: 
D(u) =X;xs,(x) =X;x { - u(x)lAu(x)l + t~A~*W~. (2.2) 
Proof. Since CxeX K(x, y)* = 2, we have by Lemma 2.1 
c 4,(x) = 9Fr WWW912x~x~(x, Y)* = D(u). 
XEX 
Corollary 2.4. If h E HD(N), then D(h) = 3 xxExAh2(x). 
Remark 2.5. If h is harmonic on X, then Ah*(x) = 26,(x)? 0 on X by Lemma 2.1, 
which means that h* is subharmonic on X. 
Theorem 2.6. If LED and ~x,x~~(x)[A~(x)]~ < 00, then 
D(u) = - c u(x)[Au(x)] ++ c Au*(x). 
X6X xex 
(2.3) 
Corollary 2.7. Assume that UE D(N) and ~,,xl~(x)[A~(x)]l <co. Then the 
dissipation formula holds if and or@ if CxExAu2(x) =O. 
3. Main results 
To clarify the meaning of the sum ~,,xu(x)[A~(x)] or CxcxAu2(x), we begin 
with some definitions. 
Definition 3.1. A sequence {N,} of subnetworks of N is called an exhaustion of N 
if 
(1) for every n, N, = (&, Y,, K, r> (denoted by (X,, Y,) for simplicity) is a 
finite subnetwork of N, 
(2)X=ur=,X,, Y=U~=, Y, and Y(x)CY,+r for everyxEX,. 
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Definition 3.2. Let OEJ~(X). We say that the sum C,,xu(x) converges if, for any 
exhaustion (N,) (N, = <X,,, Y,)) of N, the sequence {CxeXn o(x)} converges to the 
same value V. In this case, we denote the limit V by CKExu(x) again. 
It is clear that rf C,,xlu(x)l <03, then Cxcx u(x) converges. 
Let N’= (X’, Y’) be a finite subnetwork of N. Denote by i(X’) the interior of 
X’ and by b(X’) the boundary of X’ m the following sense: 
I(x’)= {XEX? V(x)CX’}, b(X’) =X’ - i(X’). 
Let a(Y’) be the set of all arcs with one end in X’ and one end not, i.e., 
a(Y’)=(y~ Y:e(y)flX’#B and e(y)fl(X-X’)#0) 
and a( Y’) 1s the cut between X’ and X-X’. 
For u E L(X), we define the Dtrtchlet integral [the total power dissipated in the 
branches of N’] D(u;N’), the discrete outer normal derivative aNru EL(X’) and 
the Laplactan AN, u E L(X’) of u on N’ by 
D(u;N’? = c ~WkW912~ 
YE Y’ 
AN,U(X) =y~y,& MW91. 
Then we have 
and 
ANru(x)=Au(x) for XEI(X’) 
D(u;N’)= -,F* u(x)[AN~uWI, (3.1) 
1 AN,u(x)=O, (3.2) 
XCX’ 
In fact, (3.1) is the dissipation formula on the finite network N’ and (3.2) is obtained 
by a change of the order of summation and by the fact that C,,rK(x,y)=O for 
every y E Y’. 
Remark 3.3. The quantity aw u(x) IS the total current in the branches of a( Y’) that 
are incident to node x. In the calculus of this, the nodes of the branches a(Y’) that 
are not m X’ are grounded. 
Remark 3.4. Notice that AN’u(x) is the current excess at node x counting only the 
branches of Y’ that are Incident to node x. It should be noted that (3.2) is the 
conservatron of current in the finite network N’. 
For u EL(X) and a finite subnetwork N’ = (X’, Y’ ) of N, let us consider the 
quantity: 
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Lemma 3.5. For u E L(X) and a fmte subnetwork N’ = (X’, Y’) of N, the folIow- 
ing relation holds: 
D(u; N’) = - c u(x)[Au(x)] +@(u; N’). 
XEX’ 
Proof. We have by (3.1) and (3.2) 
Dtu; N’) = - c u(x)[Au(x)] + c u(x)[Au(x) -A,,,, u(x)] 
XEX XEX’ 
= -*Fp WBWI +XE;x,j NNyE ,c_ .,K(x’NWWN 
= -,Fx ~C4tWx)l +XE& ~@N%vWl. 
Corollary 3.6. 
- .,c,, NWbv u(x)1 = - .,cx., u(x)[Au(x)] + e(u; N’). 
Remark 3.7. The quantity e(u;N’) is the power dissipated in the branches of a( Y’). 
In fact, we have 
e(wV = c 1 4W(x9 YWWOI 
xsX’pl?(Y’) 
=yEzy) WWW)12 
with the convention that u = 0 on X-X’. 
Lemma 3.8. For u E L(X) and a frmte subnetwork N’ = (X’, Y’ > of N, the follow- 
ing relation holds: 
c Au2(x)=2e(u;N’)+ c c K(x, H2 W[Wu)12. 
XEX’ xebfX’)ye Y- Y 
Proof. We have by (3.2) 
c 
xtX’ 
Au2tx) =,FF [Au2(x) -AN’ u2@)1 
= c c &w)td~2Wl. 
xeb(X’)ye Y- Y’ 
Let e(y)= {x, x’). Then 
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= -K(x,y)*r(y)-‘[24(x)*-24(x’)*] 
=K(x,y)*r(y)-‘[u(x)-u(x’)12 
- wx, YYr(Y)-’ We - UWl w 
= W, Y)*~(Y)MY)I* + Wx, y)WW)l u(x), 
This completes the proof. Cl 
By Lemmas 3.5 and 3.8, we have: 
Theorem 3.9. Let UE L(X) and N’= (X’, Y’) be a flmte subnetwork of N. Then 
the following formula holds: 
D(u;N’)= - c u(x)[Au(x)] ++ c Au*(x) 
XEX’ XEX’ 
-+ c c Wx, u~*KMW91*. xeb(X’)ye Y- Y’ 
Now we prove the main result in this section: 
Theorem 3.10. Let u E D(N). Then the disslpatron formula 
D(u;N)= -x~xuOW4~~l (3.4) 
holds lf and only If Q(U; NJ -to as n + 03 for every exhaustron {N,,} of N. In this 
case the followmg relation holds: 
1 Au*(x) = 0. (3.5) 
XCX 
Proof. Let {N,) be an exhaustion of N. Then D(u; N,)+D(u) as n+ 0~ and 
by Lemma 3 5. Thus (3.4) holds if and only if @(u; N,) + 0 as n + 03 for every ex- 
haustion (N,} of N. We see by Lemma 3.8 that 
c Au*(x)=&(u;N,J+%, 
XCX, 
where 
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an= c c K(x, y)2W)IdW)12. 
xc&Y,) YE Y- Yn 
We have 
lo& C c K(x, ~~2~~~WW12 
yc Y- Yn xcx 
= 2 c @WW912~0 
YE Y-Y, 
as n-09, since UED(N). Thus (3.5) holds. Cl 
Remark 3.11. One of the referees kindly pointed out that a condition similar to 
@(u;N,)+O but in a more abstract setting may be found in [l] and that Theorem 
3.10 is the short circuit approximation to the infinite network m the language of 
Zemanian [lo]. 
The condition u E&,(N) does not imply in general that @(u;N,)+O as n * 00 for 
every exhaustion {N,} of N, so that the drssipation formula does not necessarily 
hold for u E&(N). This is shown by: 
Example 3.12. Let us consider the infinite graph {X, Y, K} shown as m the follow- 
ingfigurz, whereX=(x,:n=O,1,2 ,... } and Y={y,:n=l,2 ,... >: 
oylOy“&__&&+l__ 
x0 Xl x2 x3 &I %I+1 
Let us take r= 1 on Y. Then N= (X, Y, K, r) is an infinite network and N has no 
Green function (cf. [S]), so that D(N)=&(N). In orcler to give a function 
u E&(N) for which e(u; NJ does not converge to 0, we consider the sequence {c,> 
defined by 
“= ( 
l/k, if n=2k+k- 1 (krzZ+), 
1/(2k-‘+~-1)) if n=2k-1+k+j-2 
(j=1,...,2k-1; kd+), 
where E+ denotes the set of all positive integers. We define u EL(X) by i(x,,)=O 
and - du(y,J =c, for n EH+ and show that u satisfies our requirement. By defini- 
tion, we have 
u(&)= i ckr D(u)= E c;, 
k=l k=l 
Wxo) = cl, Au(x,)=c,+, -c, for nEZ+. 
It follows that 
D(u)= f k-2+ i 21-k<oo, 
k=l k=l 
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i.e., UED(N). On the other hand, we have 
-k$0 ~W[Wx,)l =ki, c;+~Wcn+t- 
Now we constder the exhaustion {Nk} (Nk= (&, Yk)) of N defined by 
X,= (xl: OlZ9Q), Y,={y,: lrirnk} 
with ~=2~+k-2(k~Z+). Then 
b(G) = {xnk 1 and arvk u(x,,) = cnk + I , 
so that ~(u; Nk) = u(x,&,+ , . Smce 
cnk + 1 = 1 /k and u(x,,) 2 $k, 
we have 
hrri:f Q(U; Nk) L +. 
4. Sufficient conditions 
In this section, we shall study some sufficient conditions which assure the dissipa- 
tion formula. We have: 
Theorem 4.1. Let ~,~ED~(N). If CxEx \u(x)[Ao(x)] I< 00, then 
(u, 0) = -x;xu(x)[Ao(x)l. 
Corollary 4.2. If FEDS and CxEx lu(x)[Au(x)]) < 00, then u satisfies the 
dlssrpatlon formula. 
For the proof of the above theorem, we prepare: 
Lemma 4.3. Let u, v E D(N). Then 
D(max(u, u)) I D(u) + D(o), (4.1) 
D(mm(u, 0)) 5 D(u) + D(o), (4.2) 
where max(u, u) and min(u, u) denote the functrons defbzed by max[u(x), o(x)] and 
mm[u(x), u(x)] for xEX respectively. 
Proof. Since D( 1 f 1) 5 D(f) for every f E L(X) by [6, Lemma 23, we have 
D(max(u, 0)) = D(+[(u + o) + 1 u - o I]) 
+[D(u+o))+D((u-ol)] 
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I +[D(u + 0) + D(l.4 - o)] =D(u) + D(u). 
It is clear that (4.2) follows from (4.1) and the relation min(u, o) = - max( -u, -0). 
cl 
Lemma 4.4. (u,f)= - CxeX u(x)[Af(x)] for every u ED(N) and f ELo(X). 
Proof. There exists a finite subnetwork (X’, Y’) of Nsuch that X’contams the sup- 
port off and ( y: df (y) # 0) c Y’. By a change of the order of summation, we have: 
(u,f) =y~~,r(y)[du(u)l[df(y)l 
= -x~~~(x)v~~~(x,y)tdf(yll 
= -x;xW)[AfWl. q 
Lemma 4.5. Let {u,} be a sequence in DO(N) which converges pomtwlse to 
u E DO(N). If (D(u,)} is bounded, then (u,, u)+(u, O) as n+ OD for every 
oeDO(N). 
Proof. Let u E DO(N). For any E>O, there exists f E L,(X) such that f #0 and 
110 -f 11 <E. Since the support X’ of Af is a finite set, rhere exists no such that 
/u,(x) - u(x)1 <e/c1 for all XE X’ and n B no, 
where cl = CxEx IAf(x)I. We have by Lemma 4.4: 
I@mf)-_(u,f)= Il~~[~“(x)--ucY)l[Af(x)l 
I 
‘,;_ k,(x)--(x)IIAf(x)I <& 
for all n L no, so that 
I(&Pu)-( 3 >I-I< u 0 -z Ku o--f)1 + lOW-%f)l+ I(& u-f)] 
12C*IIU-f II +&<(2Cz+ 1)E 
for all nrno, where c2 is a constant such that D(u,)“~sc~ fat all n. Thus 
(u,, u)+(v, c) ds n-*00. Cl 
Lemma 4.6. For every u E Do(N), there exists a sequence (u,} with the forkwmg 
properties : 
(1) 4G0W9 l4Ax)l~ lWl on X. 
(2) (u,) convergespointwise to 24. 
(3) (u,, u)+(u, O) as n-, cm for each o E Do(N). 
Proof. Since u E Do(N), there exists a sequence (f,) in Lo(X) such that 11~ -f, II 40 
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as n +1x. Then O(f,)+D(u) as n + 00 and {f,} converges pointwise to U. Define 
u,, E L(X) by 
u&)=min{maxt- luWl,.Mx)19 luWl1. 
Then it is easy to see that {u,] has properties (1) and (2). Since D( I u I) I D(u), we 
have D(u,)r2D(u)+D(f,) by Lemma 4.3, so that {D(u,)} is bounded. Thus (3) 
follows from Lemma 4.5. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. For UEQ(N), there exists a sequence (u,] with the proper- 
ties stated in Lemma 4.6. Since u, E&(X), we have 
(u,, 0) = - c u,WANx)l xex 
by Lemma 4.4 and a change of the order of summation. Noting that 
Iu,(x)]Au(x)II 5 IWP~(x)lI on X 
and 
xFx IuWt~~(x)l~ <a, 
we see that (C ~Exu,(x)[Au(x)]) converges to ~x,xu(x)[Au(x)]. Our assertion 
follows from the fact that (u,, u)+(u, u) as n + 00 by (3) above. Cl 
In the remainder of this section, we are concerned with the condition 
Cxpx lu(x)[Au(x)] I < 00 from the viewpoint of the discrete potential theory with 
respect o Green’s kernel, so that we always assume that N@ 0,. We recall some 
potentral-theoretic notation. 
For every p EL+ (X) (regarded as a measure or a mass distribution in potential 
theory), the Green potential Gp E L+ (X) and the potential energy G(,u, jl) of p are 
defined by 
GP(x)= c g&M& 
acX 
W, 14 =*Fx tWxMx), 
where g, is the Green function of N with pole at a defined by (1.5). Denote by 
E(G) the set of all 1(~ EL+ (X) with finite potential energy and by P(N) the set of 
all Green potentials Gp for PEE(G). 
Remark 4.7. It should be noted that Lo(X) C P(N) -P(N) and that g, E P(N) and 
ga $ LO(x)- 
Theorem 4.8. Asszwe that N$O,. Then CxeX ju(x)[Au(x)]l <OJ for every 
u E P(N) -P(N). 
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Proof. Let u E P(N) -P(N). Then u = u1 - u2 with u, E P(N) (I = 1,2). We see by [8, 
Theorem 5.2 and its Corollary] that 
P(N) = (U E D&N): u EL’ (X) and Au(x) d 0 on X), 
(~3 0) = -,& ~(xHA~(x)l 
for every U, o E P(N). Thus we have 
Here we observe that the converse of Theorem 4.8 does not hold in general. This 
is shown by: 
Example 4.9. Let (X, Y, K) be the same graph as m Example 3.12 and r be a strictly 
positive function on Y such that C,,rr(y)<co. For simplicity, we put u,=u(x,) 
and rn=r(y,). Note that N= {X, Y, K, r} $0,. In fact, the Green function gO(xk) 
with pole at a=x,, is equal to Rk= C,“=,+, r, if kzn and R, if Osk<n. In order 
to obtain a function u which satisfies our requirement, let us consider the function 
u E L(X) defined by the relations: u(x,,) = u. and du(y,) = (- 1)” for n = 1,2, . . . . 
Then 
Au(x,) = 1, Au(x,) = 2( - l)“, 
u,= f (-l)J+‘r,+Uo for nL 1. 
J=l 
Here we determine u. by 
J=l 
r2J=JE, r,,-,+“o- 
Then u vamshes at the ideal boundary of IV, so that u ED~(N) by [9, Theorem 3.21. 
Now we take r(y,)= l/n2 and show that Cxex lu(x)[Au(x)]1 coo. Since uo+ 
C,“=, (- l)‘+‘r,=O, we have 
u,= i (-l)J+‘r,, 
J=IZ+l 
so that 
xFx bW[~Wll = 1~01 +E, I~,I~%)ll 
= l~ol.2ni* bnl- 
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=2k&2k)-2- z k-2 
k=2n 
r1/(2n--2)- 1/(2n) 
for all nr 2. Similarly we have 
/z&l 51/(2n)- 1/(2n+2) 
for all n. Therefore CXcX lu(x)[Au(x)] I< 03. 
Finally we show that u does not belong to P(N) -P(N). Supposing the contrary, 
we can fmd p, v E E(G) such that Au(x) “P(X) - V(X) and ,u(x)v(x) = 0 on X. We have 
,uo=l, v,=O, ~2n=~2n-l=2 andy2,_,=v2,, =0 for all nrl, so that 
Gv(%) = nEo &,(xkb’(x,) = Rk i v,,+ i R,v,. 
n=O n=k+l 
From the relation 
R,= k=;+r k-2zl/(n+1) 
it follows that 
i.e., v$E(G). This is a contradiction. Therefore u does not belong to P(N)- 
P(N). q 
5. Concluding remarks 
In order to sum up our results, we introduce some classes of functions. Denote 
by DD(N) the set of all u E D(N) for which the dissipation formula holds and by 
SD,(N) the set of all u E Do(N) such that CxeX lu(x)[Au(x)] I< 00. 
We have by Theorems 4.1 and 4.8: 
Theorem 5.1. If N@ O,, then the fortowing relation holds: 
L,(X) c P(N) - P(N) C SDo(N) c DD(N) c D(N). (5.1) 
We see by Examples 3.12 and 4.9 that any one of the inclusion relations 
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DD(N) CD(N) and P(N) -P(N) C SDO(N) is strict. Here we show that the relaticm 
SDc(N) C DD(N) is strict. 
Example 5.2. Let {X, Y, Kj be the same graph as in Example 3.12 and let r= 1 on 
Y. Consider the function u E L(X) defined by 
u(q))=u(xr)=O, ~cQn)=~(XZn+l)=Cn 
for all nr 1 with c,= Cz=t k-l. Then 
Au(x,) = 0, Au(x,,) = - l/n, Au(xzn+t)= l/(n+ 1) 
for nrl, so that 
& lWWW1 I = nEI c,t/n + iI c,J@ I- 1) = 00, 
i.e., ueSD,(N). It is easily seen that Q(u;N,)+O as n+ 00 for any exhaustion 
{N,) of N, so that ueDD(N). 
Finally we show that Do(N) does not include DD(N) if Nr$ 0,. In fact, we have: 
Theorem 5.3. Assume that N$ 0, and let o E SD,(N) and h E HD(N). If D(h) = 
-c x,_x h(x)[Au(x)], then o + h E DD(N). 
Proof. Put u = u + h. Then D(U) = D(u) f D(h), since (0, h) - 0. If D(h) = 
- C,,xh(x)[Ao(x)j, we have by our assumption: 
D(o) + D(h) = - &Mx)tAu(x)I = -x;x~OIWx)l, 
and hence u E DD(N). 
Corollary 5.4. If NI OG, then 
{g,+ h: h E HD(N) and D(h) = h(a)) c DD(N) 
for every a E X. 
In order to give a function u which satisfies the condition UEDD(N) and 
u @Q(N), let h E HD(N) be nonconstant, i.e., D(h) > 0. Without loss of generali- 
ty, we may assume that there exists a E X such that h(a) > 0. Put c = h(a)/D(h) and 
u = g,+ ch. Then u @D,-,(N), ch E HD(N) and D(ch) = c*D(h) = ch(a), so that 
u E DD(N) by Corollary 5.4. 
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